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ABSTRACT

Computational thinking is considered best practice for
teaching computing and more broadly to solve problems
and design systems, however as computing extends beyond
the desktop (for instance increased integration of ubicomp
technologies) so too must our educational methods.
Exposure to ubicomp technologies is most accessible
through the maker movement. With this in mind we argue
we must move from computational thinking to
computational making as an educational framework. Here
we present a case study of children’s making to support our
vision for a broader conception of computational making.
Author Keywords

Maker Culture, Comp. Thinking, Computational Making
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI);
K.3.2 Computers and education, literacy
INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods to teach computing are highly
analytical and focused on solving mathematical problems,
manipulating text, or using predefined objects to create
simple games [15]. These methods have been critiqued for
failing to engage diverse students [12, 16], or those who
have less linear, creative or hands-on thinking styles [23].
Traditional methods focus more on getting to the right (and
only) answer to the problem using a prescribed algorithm,
whereas maker culture thrives in bricolage and recognizing
the importance of the process not just the end result. Kafai
and colleagues [27] have discussed the benefits of applying
maker culture to computing education, to promote
computational thinking. Here we will show that
computational making provides better ways to attract a
diverse range of students to computing fields.
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Marshall [37], Marshall and colleagues [38] consider the
potential of tangible interfaces to support learning. While
evidence to support this belief is limited, Marshall [37] calls
for more work to demonstrate the benefit of using physical
materials and provides guidance on the use of tangible
interfaces for learning. Similarly, other studies [16, 28, 53]
argued that E-textiles are good for teaching computing.
Kafai and colleagues [28] examined the use of e-textiles for
introducing key computing concepts. The study endeavored
to understand students’ learning by analyzing the circuits
and program code created by students in pre-Advanced
Placement (AP) high school computer science classes (AP
classes give American students college credit) as well as
their e-textile creations and their views of computing. The
findings recommended using crafts materials and activities
such as e-textiles for designing introductory courses that
can broaden participation in computing.
Buechley, et al. [16] conducted a user study with children
who designed soft wearables using LilyPad Arduino. The
results suggested that e-textile workshops were engaging;
they facilitated the exploration of art (aesthetics) and
fostered gender diversity since e-textiles succeeded in
engaging girls in computer Science Education using arts.
Weibert, et al. [53] explored the appropriateness of etextiles for teaching programming to mixed gender groups
ages 8-12. The result of their study demonstrated that etextiles have the potential of promoting both genders’
computational literacy, thus disrupting binary gender roles
that has been contracted by conventional “masculinist
attitudes towards technology.” Kafai and colleagues [27]
argue that coding is a crucial skill for all children as it can
be a way to encourage “computational thinking.” They
called for the conception of “computational participation”
instead of computational thinking because “computational
participation” moves beyond the individual to focus on
wider social networks and a DIY culture of digital
“making.” Kafai et al [27] argue children nowadays do not
code for the sake of coding, instead it is an intrinsic skill for
participating in computational communities. Much of this
work is situated in a literature around making which is now
part of a global movement of makerspaces and makerfaires
spanning the globe [4, 7, 26, 35].
Our paper makes a two-fold contribution. First, it provides
a case study to supplement the work of Kafai, Buechley and

others supporting the efficacy of using e-textiles and
LilyPad to teach computing and computational thinking.
We present early findings, which suggest the potential of
Ardublock, a Scratch-style [36] Arduino interface for
teaching computational thinking. Finally, we show that
additional skills are needed beyond computational thinking
to be successful. We discuss these skills and present the set
with a new concept of computational making.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Making

Making as the act of creating tangible artifacts has gained
attention in research from various disciplines in recent
years. It has been described as an activity that is apt to link
the digital and the physical [44], recent works in the fields
of CHI and CSCW have focused on its relation to
computing [18, 39]. Playful in its nature, making has been
described to include “cultural and material engagement,
decisions around tool use, the leveraging of industrial
infrastructures around materials and standards, and the
crucial role of knowledge sharing and building new
literacies” [48]. Other important characteristics of making
are concerned with individual creativity [30, 32, 41],
collaboration [57], and problem solving [34]. With this, the
do-it-yourself approach to technology [48] that is vital for
making has been described as a contribution to the building
of sociotechnical identity [48, 52]. Our work aims to
develop educational best practices for teaching making
using our fieldwork as a starting point.
Computational Thinking

While the use of computational thinking (CT) as a skill can
be traced back to the time when humans invented the
computer, Papert, in the 80’s, pioneered as he brought
attention to computing in the context of education. Harel
and Papert [25], Papert [40] posit that children develop
procedural thinking through LOGO programming. The idea
of CT was popularized by Wing's [55] influential article
“Computational thinking”. Wing [55] main argument was
CT “represents a universally applicable attitude and skill set
everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to
learn and use”, caught the attention of a broad and varied
range of the academic community. Cuny et al. [20] defined
CT as “the thought processes involved in formulating
problems and their solutions so that the solutions are
represented in a form that can effectively be carried out by
an information-processing agent”. CT aims to train people
to think like computer scientists when confronted with a
problem. Wing [55] specifies six characteristics of CT: (1)
It is about “conceptualizing, not programming”. (2)
“Fundamental, not rote skill” as every human being must be
able use CT to better function in modern society. (3) “A
way that humans, not computers, think” since humans are
more brilliant and imaginative in solving problems. (4)
“Complements and combines mathematical and engineering
thinking” as its formal foundations. (5) “Ideas, not

artifacts.” Ideas can be used to solve problems and
communicate with others and (6) “For everyone,
everywhere” since CT is so integral to human endeavors
not just computer science.
The literature on teaching computing and CT is rich as it
has been subject to research for the last two decades.
Nevertheless, CT for kindergarden-12th grade (ages 5-18
approx.) has just recently become a topic of significant
research inquiry. Guzdial [24] highlighted the importance
of research on CT: “Research in computing education will
pave the way to make CT a 21st century literacy that we
can share across the campus.” By doing so, he entices
researchers to draw on a variety of disciplines (education,
sociology, and psychology…) and improve their
understanding of how to teach computing better. Barr and
Stephenson [11] argue that today’s students live and work
in a world that is heavily influenced by computing
principles, thus it is not sufficient to wait until students are
in college to introduce such concepts. In Europe, an
awareness for a comprehensive and early introduction to
computing and CT has settled and manifested in national
curricula for primary and secondary schools (e.g. [13, 33,
51]).
Barr and Stephenson [11] put forth an operational definition
of CT which demonstrates how computational thinking can
be embedded in K-12 classrooms in the US. The definition
was a results of a multi-phase project done by the Computer
Science Teachers Association (CSTA) and the International
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) and it
stipulated that CT is a problem-solving process that
includes the following characteristics:
• Analyzing and organizing data logically
• Visualizing data though abstractions, modeling and
simulations
• Formulating problems in a way a computer can help in
solving them
• Identifying, analyzing, and implementing solutions
effectively and efficiently
• Using algorithmic thinking to automate solutions
• Generalizing and applying this problem solving
process to other kind of problems
Barr and Stephenson’s operational definition of CT
considers the desktops as the environment of learning and
does not embrace other ubiquitous computing
environments. Denning and Rosenbloom have laid the
grounds for a comprehensive approach to computing that is
embracing making [21] in their argument for computing as
a fourth great domain of science. “Computing interacts not
only with people and other living systems, but with the
physical world”, they say (p.28), thus making the case for a
holistic approach to the subject, and a revisiting of “deep
questions in computing” (p.29), finding new answers
“broad enough to cover everything” – the physical world
included. Our work aims to identify and include the skills
needed to address this physical aspect in computing.

METHOD

We conducted a study where we employed e-textiles and
the LilyPad Arduino to playfully introduce children to
computational thinking. This was done in two subsequent
steps. In a first activity, an introduction to LilyPad was
given, and a Bunny Bright electronics kit was used to teach
children basic knowledge about circuits. In the second
activity, children made an interactive stuffed monster using
LilyPad Arduino, based on a modified lesson from the book
of Buechley & Qiu, et al. [17].
Research Setting

Our research took place in a computer club in a primary
school in one of the large cities in the Ruhr Area in
Germany. This club is part of a network of computer clubs
called come_IN which are mostly located in schools in
intercultural neighborhoods in Germany (e.g.: [45, 46]).
The clubs are openly structured and have a low barrier to
entry. They work to foster cross-cultural understanding and
respect in the intercultural neighborhood by offering the
chance to participate in computer-based project work for
the young and adult neighborhood community [54].
The club in the focus of our study is based in a
neighborhood that stands out in the city because of its high
population density, large number of families, comparatively
young ages of its inhabitants, and 57.7% of the population
has immigrant backgrounds. There are also high
unemployment rates, low wages, and obstacles that make
access to higher education difficult. Neighborhood
inhabitants, a local non-profit organization and
neighborhood managers brought the computer club to life in
2009. The immigrant backgrounds present in the club
mirror the diversity of the surrounding neighborhood, with
children and adults stemming from Turkey, Albania,
Macedonia, Tunisia and Morocco.
Data Collection and Analysis

The study used a participatory action research design [28],
based on a reflexive, anthropological approach to
ethnography [19, 43]. We were involved in the computer
club as tutors, guiding the weekly club sessions and
providing assistance in computer-based project work as
required (the details of the projects to follow in the next
section). All club sessions were documented in short
session observation notes or “jottings” in ethnographic
parlance [21], supplemented with photographs taken by the
researchers. The session observations were extended to
provide ethnographic field notes, following each session
[21].
Our data were codes in three rounds of analysis, to produce
a grounded model of computational making. We employed
an abductive, qualitatively analysis across iterative coding
cycles [22] to explore the skills required to perform various
types of task, based on an emergent theory of computational
thinking [55]. In the first round, we identified the types of
skills demonstrated in each session, when possible mapping

these to computational thinking skills of 1) Analyzing and
logically organizing data, 2) Identifying, testing, &
implementing possible solutions, 3) Data Modeling, Data
Abstractions, and Simulations, 4) Formulating Problems
Such that Computers May Assist, and 5) Automating
Solutions via Algorithmic Thinking [56]. In the second
round, we identified cognitive breakdowns, indicated by
episodes where the children had difficulties. We compared
these to deficiencies in computational thinking skills, and
wrote memos describing successful vs. failed attempts of
children to perform each computational thinking skill. By
the start of the third round of analysis, it had become clear
that the skills required for project success went beyond
those of computational thinking. We identified five new
core skills 1) Aesthetics 2) Creativity, 3) Constructing, 4)
Visualizing Multiple Representations, and 5) Understanding
Materials. These are the basis for our theory of
computational making. Our analysis ended when we
reached theoretical saturation – that is when no new skills
were revealed by further analysis, across sessions and
across subjects.
The Activities

All children who participated in our studies had at least
several months of previous computer club experience.
There they had acquired knowledge in the use of different
hard- and software (including assembling and installing a
computer), among them text and photo editing software (for
the creation of a newspaper, post cards and photo calendars)
as well as audio and video processing software (used for the
creation of trickfilms and an audio play), and MIT’s visual
programming environment Scratch [30] (used for the
creation of games and story-telling activities). With regard
to programming knowledge, the children had playfully
explored loops, functions, operators and variables. The club
was their first contact with e-textile project work. We
planned our interventions so that they would build upon one
another in their level of difficulty, with the first ‘Bunny
Bright’ activity being mainly concerned with understanding
circuits and applying this knowledge in a creative
individual design, and the second ‘Monster Making’
activity building up on this by expanding this newly
acquired knowledge of circuits, and their use in the design
and programming of an interactive toy figure. Due to the
open access structure of our computer club, two children
dropped out of the club after the first activity, but other than
that, participation remained constant.
Introduction to LilyPad

Conducting the Bunny Bright activity as our first e-textiles
project in the computer club, an introduction to LilyPad was
given to the children in the club. It provided them with a
basic overview on e-textile’s potential, and included a
hands-on exploratory session. This introductory session
consisted of three tasks: 1) connecting an LED, making it
blink in different colors and learning how to mix colors
with light; 2) controlling the LED with a light sensor; 3)

controlling the three different colors by use of three
different means (switch, light sensor, temperature sensor).
Source code for the completion of these tasks was provided
to the children, and they had to edit this code in a limited
way by changing values, or uncommenting code blocks. For
the completion of these basic tasks, the children worked
together in groups of 2 to 3 children.
Bunny Bright

For this activity, a Bunny Bright electronics kit was used,
that is designed to teach basic electrical knowledge to
children ages 5 and up [6]. Instructed by the tutors in the
computer club, the children soldered the LED, a reed
switch, a resistor and a battery holder onto a circuit board.
The switch on the completed board could then be activated
by a magnet, and the LED lights up. The completed circuit
board was then included into a stuffed, sewn animal. For
our project activity, this was by default a stuffed rabbit
containing the board with a carrot housing the magnet.
When the carrot was touched to the rabbit’s mouth, its belly
lit up to show it was happy. Some children elected to create
alternate forms (see Figure 1). Five girls and five boys, ages
8 to 10 participated in our study. The results of this study
were previously analyzed in terms of gender [53], however
here we analyze them in terms of taught concepts required
to master the task.

Figure 2. Some of the children’s monsters.

While typically programming occurs with LilyPad in the
default Arduino integrated development environment
(IDE), we taught children using Ardublock [10] thus
departing from the project in the Buechley book. Ardublock
is a drag and drop add-on to the Arduino IDE, similar in its
appearance to MIT’s visual programming environment
Scratch [36]. We pursued Ardublock as we felt it would
make it easier to avoid typos and syntax errors compared to
the native Arduino programming language (see Figure 3).
While there are several different Scratch-style add-ons for
Arduino, such as Codebender1 or Minibloq2 at the time of
our study Ardublock was the only one that created code that
would run natively on the device. While other add-ons run
simulations that require the Arduino device – in our case
the LilyPad – to be connected to the PC, Ardublock allows
children to use their e-textile projects while not connected
to a computer.

Figure 1. Figure projects included a swan on a lake, a
dragonfly and a monkey with a banana.
Monster Making

This activity was based on one of the chapters in Buechley,
et al. [17] “Sew Electric”. Children made a stuffed monster
from pieces of felt (see Figure 2), connected electronics and
then learned how to program it to be interactive. Each
project contained a LilyPad Arduino microprocessor, a
speaker, and an LED all connected by conductive thread.
The children learned how to program the monster such that
when its paws were held together it played music. When the
paws were not touching one another the LED just blinked.
The paws were made of conductive fabric so touching them
together completed the circuit.

Figure 3. Ardublock with commented monster code.

The default “program” block contained the setup statements
to initialize the digital pins, then the main loop which
contained two if statements. They wrote two functions called
by those if statements. The first played music. The second
1

https://codebender.cc/

2

http://minibloq.org/

caused the LED to blink. The main loop tested if the hands
were together, the LED blinked. If the hands were not
together, then the music function was called. Arduino plays
music by specifying frequency, so middle C (C4) would be
261.63 Hz. The children had to specify frequency and
duration for each note.
Eight children (five girls, three boys), ages 8-10,
participated in our monster making study. We helped the
children structure the code, talking them through writing and
experimenting with different functions; typically with one
function each session. For instance, one session focused on
just making the monster’s light turn on and off.

Figure 4. Testing the LED as a group.
COMPUTATIONAL THINKING

In the next section we will give examples of how over the
course of the two activities, the children were able to
explore and practice each aspect of computational thinking.
Analyzing and logically organizing data

This aspect of computational thinking only became relevant
in the monster making activity. The first few sessions of the
monster making activity were used to present and prepare
the overall project. One of the authors showed her own
completed monster to the children and demonstrated what
the monster was capable of doing: if the hands of the
monster are touching, a LED lights up and a melody plays.
Seeing this, the children were eager to build their own
monster to play their favorite music.
As an introduction to programming, the laptop and LilyPad
of one of the tutors was used. The children sat around the
laptop and observed the LED which was connected to the
LilyPad. In a first step, it was explored how code had to be
changed in order to make the LED light up in different
colors (see Figure 4). Then the tutor showed the children
how the code had to be altered to let the LED blink very
fast. Playfully, children and tutor together explored how the
code had to be changed to make the LED blink more
quickly and in different colors. Organizing the code to
alternate between different colors and different speeds was

the final task, which demonstrated understanding of the
written code and computational thinking.
Identifying, testing & implementing possible solutions

In the Bunny Bright activity, children were seen to
experiment with various possible solutions for the
placement of the magnet in the design of their choice. This
was the case, e.g. when two girls had decided that they
wanted their project to be a swan on a lake, and then
decided to place the board in the sewn lake, and to include
the magnet in the little white felt-swan.
In the introductory LilyPad session two different sensors
were used to activate the LED: a heat sensor and a light
sensor. The children used the debugger of the Arduino IDE
to read out the values of the sensors. They realized the
value was changing if, in the case of the light sensor, they
held their hand over the sensor and it darkened; in the case
of the heat sensor a source of heat was needed to change the
value of the sensor. One boy used his breath to warm-up the
sensor, while other children observed the debugger to
choose the right threshold for the code to detect the
temperature change. Afterwards they tested the value using
their hands to dim the light sensor or cold air from outside
for the heat sensor and adjusted the code after every
evaluation. The children needed some help to start and
understand the debugger; afterwards testing, adjusting and
organizing code was no problem.
During the ongoing project, different problems occurred
while the children tried to build their monster. The authors
observed different strategies to deal with these challenges
and overcome them.
One of the tutors drew a simple version of the circuit of the
monster on a white board and explained which cables are
connected to the power and which are used for the sensors.
Afterwards the children were asked to extend the circuit
layout and add the speaker. Many of them were afraid to
say something wrong, other children were shy. The tutor
started drawing another connection on the board, asking the
children for instructions in doing so. One boy told him to
connect it “to the plus port of the power supply”. He
obtained the marker from the tutor and drew the right
connection on the board.
Another strategy was observed while a girl and a boy
worked together on programming the LilyPad in the
introductory session. She delegated the code writing and
told him what he should write down, while he was
responsible to handle the keyboard and mouse. After every
written line of code, she compared her instructions with the
screen to see if everything was correct. After they finished
their code and tried to compile it, an error occurred (a
missing semicolon at the end of a code line). Both of them
used the instructions to identify the mistake and correct it.
Other children were not patient enough to search the error
on their own and asked for help; together with a tutor they
successfully corrected the code.

The children tried to follow the instructions as exactly as
possible. If they finished their part of the project and a
problem occurred, they tried to identify and fix it. Other
children helped them to overcome problems, if the tutor
was not available (see Figure 5).

octave of musical notes.) In this way the children were
exposed to several forms of data abstractions.
Formulating Problems Such that Computers May Assist

On several occasions, the children had to ask questions in a
way that the computer could help. Formulating the music in
Hertz and Milliseconds is one such example.
Similarly, the children might think of the different
components connected to the LilyPad by name, e.g.
respectfully pronouncing the rather technical and complex
sounding term “FTDI breakout board”. But they learned
quickly how the computer only remembers what pin it is
sending or receiving data.

Figure 5. A student helps connect a sensor the right way.

These projects allowed children numerous opportunities to
identify possible solutions by playfully engaging with
project topics, which they tested through a combination of
debugging and playfully experimenting with the code.
Data Modeling, Data Abstractions, and Simulations

In the LilyPad introduction, children playfully explored the
concept of data abstraction when they were asked to make
the LED blink and alter the frequency of the blinking. This
was the case, e.g. when two girls tried random numbers in
their code, thus creating a crazily wild blinking rhythm. Then
they also set the number “1”.

In the Bunny Bright activity the children were thinking in
terms of their designed objects like swans sitting on a lake,
or apes eating a banana – but on the technical level, this
was a matter of circuits being complete (when the swan sat
on the lake, or the ape’s mouth touched the banana), or not.
The children learned that they had to incorporate the binary
condition of ‘circuit-closed’ or ‘circuit-incomplete’ into
their respective e-textile designs.
In the Monster Making activity, the children might think of
whether the monster has his hands together or apart, but the
computer thinks in terms of pins and voltages (see Figure
6). In the case of our monster the hands are connected to
digital pin 9. If the hands are together the circuit is
complete, and thus the voltage will be high. In this way the
monster project supported this aspect of computational
thinking.

Girl 1: “Hm. Does not work…”
Girl 2: “But why?”
A tutor explains how “1” equals a millisecond and is not
perceptible to the human eye. Then the girls were seen to
systematically experiment by setting larger and larger
numbers, exploring to find the threshold for visibility.
The monster making activity afforded the opportunity to
create data abstractions. Writing music requires using the
tone function and specifying the frequency (C4 would be
261.63 Hz), duration in milliseconds, and the number of the
pin where the speaker was connected. The task required
multiple data abstractions. First, the children would have to
look at the sheet music and translate quarter, half or whole
notes into seconds. Second, they would have to identify each
note, and then look up each note on a chart to determine the
appropriate frequency [2]. The children learned to do this but
we got them to agree quickly it was tedious, and showed
them how to write a little library function so that they could
just write the note C or D. (They were only writing one

Figure 6. Basic loop code in Ardublock.
Automating Solutions via Algorithmic Thinking

Right from the start, when the monster making activity was
introduced to the computer club and the children learned
that they would learn to use the visual programming
environment Ardublock over the course of the project,
some boys in the club were eager to see hard, written
programming code. Comparing a piece of written code to
the graphical, colorful appearance of Ardublock, as well as
Scratch, which they also knew, the children expressed their
respect for the material:
Boy 1: “Wow, this is tough!”
Boy 2: “Yeah, that’s really complicated!”
So the children learned that programming can have many
different forms, but that there is an underlying logic which
is similar. This was explored in one of the following
sessions of the monster-making project. The children were

introduced to programming logic in a playful way: by
playing a ‘programming’ game, where the group was
divided in two teams – team A being the programmers, the
other team B being the artifacts about to be programmed,
the children explored how a real-world problem can be
translated into basic programming logic. The task was for
team A to have the other team B walk around in the room
like elephants. Whenever two ‘elephants’ met, they were
supposed to make a trumpeting elephant-like sound, and
when a ‘Stop’ signal was given, the game would end. The
only way team A was supposed to communicate this to
team B was via pen and paper.
Initially, all boys in the group want to be the programmers.
But as soon as the girls in the group discover that the task is
also concerned with writing things up nicely with colored
pens on paper, they are drawn to this task as well and in the
end took over the programming task. In writing, the girls
made sure that each of them had her turn in writing some
parts of the tasks.
The ‘programming’ game lets the children experience
several key characteristics of programming:
a)

Precision is important – the children of team A struggle
at first, to write the task in a way that leaves little or no
room for misinterpretation.

b) They learn that not everyone in team B needs to know
every detail of the overall task, and then discuss how to
split it up. Some children, who already had gathered
some programming experience with Scratch, proposed
the idea to use different colors for writing up different
parts of the task: red for ‘start’ and ‘stop’; green for
everything concerned with ‘movement’, and yellow for
‘sound, speaking, or appearance’.
c)

In carrying out the given written tasks that team A had
prepared, team B then discovers time to be a key
factor: how long is something supposed to happen?
When should it start, when is it supposed to end? Also:
do given tasks have an order? What happens if you
mess with this order?

The children were exposed to automatic and algorithmic
thinking first through this game, and then again as the
engaged with programing concepts such as loops and if
statements.
Generalizing & Applying CT

Over the course of the Monster Making project, it became
apparent that most children had difficulty making sense of
the abstract concept(s) of CT and related instructions,
which presupposed certain basic concepts, such as minus
being a synonym for negative when it comes to electric
circuits etc. Often verbal instructions seemed to be ignored
by the elementary school children; instead they were
mimicking the teacher’s hands-on demonstrations step-bystep. This way, the aimed-for results (e.g. a switchable
circuit) were achieved but also mistakes such as sewing

paper Arduino LilyPads on the cloth (as observed in a
previous demonstration) were made.
On two occasions, activity games were used to convey CT
concepts most effectively, thus laying the groundwork for
future generalizing and application of CT concepts by the
children. As described earlier, for the first game,
participants impersonating programming objects were
asked to instruct each other, experiencing CT related
concepts firsthand. The second game was aimed at
conveying the idea of note duration and pitch being
represented by code values. By the help of animal
metaphors, the teacher illustrated both concepts; a ‘lion’
representing a half note for instance, as the word ‘lion’
comprises two syllables (when said in German), a ‘bear’
representing a full note with only one syllable and so on.
The participants’ prior Scratch experience helped them to
get started with the new Ardublock interface, as many
design elements (e.g. colored code categories) resembled
the familiar Scratch designs.
The two e-textile activities in sequence helped the children
understand the concept of a circuit. Their initial
understanding was from the Bunny Bright activity. In the
Monster Making project, they remembered this and were
able to build up on this initial understanding by creating an
even more complex circuit that involved designing its
layout and not solely soldering a predefined circuit shape.
In this way they generalized their understanding of circuits
in Bunny Bright to the Monster project.
COMPUTATIONAL MAKING

The findings from our two studies with the children indicate
there are many important skills incorporated in e-textile
activities. Our data shows that aesthetics, creativity,
constructing, visualizing multiple representations, and
understanding materials are five key factors. We will
describe these in the following sections.
Aesthetics

Aesthetics is an integral component of computational
making [29, 53, 54], and it is also a crucial part of
computational thinking [30, 50]. There were instances
during the Bunny Bright, as well as the Monster Making
activity where the participants’ desire for aesthetically
pleasing artifacts lead them to refuse applying the right
solutions into practice. This was the case, e.g. when one of
the girls opted for a rather complicated layout of her monster
circuit, because she did not want it to interfere with the face
she had designed for her monster, or when another girl had
to redesign her circuit because its conductive threads were
crossing – she as well had followed her sense for an
aesthetically pleasing appearance of her monster and failed
to also take the practicability of her solution into
consideration.
In some cases, a strong desire for an aesthetically perfect
solution was even seen to hinder the unfolding of the
children’s creativity. This was the case in the Bunny Bright

activity, where a shy little girl, who was firm in her
expression of what she considered to be aesthetical and
“pretty”, refused to come up with ideas of her own for the
shape of her project, because she said it would never be as
pretty as the sample Bunny that the tutor had shown.
Once confident with the overall project task, aesthetic
decisions allowed the children to make autonomous
judgments as they engaged in making; this lead to instances
of interpretive flexibility [32] as they applied nonlinear
processes to the act of constructing artifacts. Thus, the
children’s aesthetic choices also lead to emergent design
agency [29], allowing them to expand their technical selfefficacy [42] and incorporate additional skills to
computational thinking. Aesthetics selections became a part
of the children’s best practices. Creativity is another quality
that can manifest concretely instead of remaining an
abstraction with regard to computational making.
Creativity

Creativity is an important segment our participants applied
to their Bunny Bright, as well as Monster Making activities.
It is concerned with the individualization of the overall
project task. Children were explicitly encouraged to
incorporate something meaningful and unique from their
daily lives into the project activity, e.g. by designing the
monster in the colors of their favorite soccer club, or by
decorating it in their favorite color. In that regard, we saw
creativity as a problem solving tool as well as a tool for free
expression – a form of skill building that allows for playful
interpretive flexibility [31] in terms of decision making –
that the children still had to explore. Even though children
had no problem expressing what they liked and were a fan
of, many had trouble at first to see how they would be able
to turn this individual feature of theirs into a part of their
monster project, thus reflecting their social values, and
allowing them to build computational self-efficacy. When
the children deviated from the proposed shapes of the
projects and created something else, e.g. by making their
monster be a bat or a black and yellow soccer monster, they
demonstrated creativity was both an abstract problem
solving mechanism and a concrete and tangible skill
building reflected in the construction of the artifacts.
Looking at the two project activities as a sequence, we saw
the children refine their creativity skills, in that they were
able to employ it first – in the Bunny Bright project – for a
free-form task, when they individualized the shape of their
sewn felt figures. Then in the second project activity – the
Monster Making – the children were able to explore
creativity as a skill that can also help for the solution of a
rather technical problem, in that case the aesthetically
pleasing layout of a circuit on fabric.
Constructing

In order to engage in computational thinking as applied to
making children had to be able to produce tangible objects.
A variety of physical skills are required, among them
sewing, soldering, using pliers, wire strippers, and other
hand tools including scissors. In the Bunny Bright activity,

the children exhibited difficulty with the dexterity required
to manipulate hand tools due to lack of practice with such
rudimentary tools such as scissors as well as more complex
issues such as tools being sized incorrectly for children.
These same types of issues became apparent with regards to
sewing. Children were unfamiliar with the handling of
needle and thread, and some boys also had to overcome an
initial unwillingness to deal with this task that they
considered to be more “for the girls” though this attitude
changed as they worked on the project.
While the sample project in the Bunny Bright, as well as the
Monster Making activity used a buttonhole stitch to join the
two pieces of fabric, about half of the children opted for a
simple whip stitch in each activity (see Figure 7). These are
the same basic stitch but the buttonhole pulls the needle
through the loop before pulling tight. Despite the
buttonhole stitches more even appearance and the
children’s concern for aesthetics the children found this
stitch too hard. We believe this speaks to a difficulty
manipulating tools and trouble visualizing in 3D as we will
address next.

Figure 7. Whip stitch (left)[8] and buttonhole stitch (right)[1].

To avoid needles unthreading and increase resistance
children worked with thread that was passed through the
needle with both ends knotted together (contrary to typical
sewing practice). Children had difficult tying tight clean
knots. We showed them that the length of thread from your
chin to your finger tip was a good working length, but
children still had a hard time to estimate this, resulting in
many tangles, knots, and ultimately shorted circuits.
Further, the children had difficulties attending to the front
and backsides of their fabric to ensure nothing went awry.
When cutting out shapes for the designs of their individual
projects in the Bunny Bright activity, as well as cutting out
shapes for eyes, nose and mouth of the monsters, the
children would always initially layout these shapes on the
felt that would resemble their position in a complete
picture, and not position them close to each other in a way
that would save felt from being unnecessarily cut.
When cutting out shapes from fabric, children in both
activities were seen to have difficulties in making clean
cuts. Many figures initially had fringy edges, which the
children tried to repair by cutting off more fabric. In the
end, the tutors had to intervene, telling the children that
overlapping edges of the fabric could be cut off after the
sewing and everything else was completed.

In the Monster Making activity, many circuits shorted or
failed to light at all due to bad stitchery. This compounded
debugging difficulties because one was unsure if problems
were due to software, circuit design or construction
(sewing). In these ways craft skills became vital to the
making effort, and without them children’s efforts to master
the technology were impeded.
Visualizing Multiple Representations

The instructions in Buechley’s “Sew Electric” [17] asked
children to draw half the shape of their monster on a paper
folded in half, so that once the paper was unfolded again, a
perfectly symmetrical and evenly shaped monster was laid
out. It appeared that the visualization of the complete
monster shape, but only drawing half of it, was a challenge
for many children. As a result, many of the initial monster
layouts had a little dent in the middle of their heads, due to
the children’s inability to visualize half a circle.
In the Bunny Bright project the circuit was already
predefined by the electronic kit which was used. The
children didn’t need to follow circuit diagrams or to mind
not to cross the conductive thread. During the white board
session it was clear that the children had to understand why
they have to follow the 2D representations and especially
watch out how to connect the sensors and the LilyPad.
In a first step, alligator clips were used to follow the
instructions and create and test a working circuit with the
LED, speaker and LilyPad. Afterwards printed pictures of
the different parts were attached to the Monster to get an
impression how the LED and sensor should be arranged
without crossing the conductive thread connecting them
with the LilyPad. The last step was to stitch everything on
the fabric; problems occurred since the monster had an
upper part and bottom part. While the LilyPad was fixed on
the under part, the monster’s paws with the conductive
fabric were on the upper part. The children had problems to
transfer the 2D circuit diagram into the real world 3D
representation of the monster. A tutor helped to find a way
how the conductive threads could be sewn without crossing
each other.
Understanding Materials

The children sometimes experienced challenges that
involved mapping the same functionality and the same
outputs to different materials. For example, some of the
children did not understand during the monster making
activity that alligator clips and conductive thread both
allowed electric currents to travel from one point to another.
Many times we witnessed children struggling with the
properties of various materials, such as paint versus wire.
We also observed challenges that emerged surrounding
knowledge of how different materials operate. For example,
some of the children did not comprehend that conductive
fabric affects how circuits could work, but they also
mastered an understanding during the monster making
activity of how conductive threads should not touch one

another. Two of the children suggested that “it will break”
and “it won’t work afterwards”, indicating they understood
intrinsically that the circuits would short. Furthermore,
some of the children were so accurate in their visual
depictions of this concept that they clearly labeled the
negative wire on their diagrams, indicating they
remembered positive and negative threads should not cross
(resulting in a shorted circuit). The children were also able
to demonstrate independent mastery of these concepts, as
we observed them teaching each other without our
guidance.
DISCUSSION

There is significant support for computational thinking as
core to best education practices in STEM, especially for
computer science. Meanwhile STEAM oriented making
which emphasizes art such as the LilyPad Arduino
integrates arts and is credited with increasing diversity.
Consequently, we have seen a call to move from STEM to
STEAM and include the Arts [5, 14, 15] which has even
been codified into US Law [3]. Making with e-textiles or
through other creative activities is one way to address this
[9, 27, 47, 49]. Further, as discussed by Kafai and
colleagues [27], e-textiles provide a venue for discussing
computational thinking. Here we have provided a case-bycase example of how introductory projects could be used to
expose children to computational thinking skills. The
Monster Making activity allowed all six aspects of
computational thinking to be taught, and the Bunny Bright
activity taught all aspects except programming.
Based on our success with physical game activities for
conveying abstract or dry concepts to young learners, we
recommend a gamification approach to help maintain
attention among young learners while experiencing CT
related concepts firsthand. Further we saw that e-textiles
represent an attractive medium for teaching CT, but also
assessed a need for addressing skills in a way that exceeds a
regular teacher-led classroom environment. Children
needed the opportunity to engage in bricolage to explore
and internalize the CT concepts, and a directed learning
style often resulted in children mimicking rather than
understanding despite the teachers’ best efforts. On the
whole the project was successful in teaching CT.
Computational Thinking is clearly a core skill to making in
that it speaks to individual creativity [30, 32], collaboration
[57], and problem solving [34], but there is even more to it.
Kafai and colleagues [27] have called to move towards
computational participation, stressing the need to focus on
applications, communities, remixing and tangibles. Our
Bunny Bright and Monster Making projects had all of these
attributes. The work done in the two projects supports the
approach of Kafai et al. [27] and demonstrates how
successful these types of projects can be in exposing
children to computational thinking. Repeatedly however,
our data showed additional skills are required for successful
making, namely: aesthetics, creativity, constructing,

visualizing multiple representations, and understanding
materials. While we do not insist this list is complete, we do
contend that these skills are vital into addition to those of
computational thinking. We call for these five skills, in
addition to those of computational thinking to be taught for
STEAM education. We have named this combined set of
skills computational making.
STEAM skills are increasingly being acknowledged as vital
[3]. However, as soon as we move from teaching
computational thinking with a focus on the desktop and
software, to ubicomp and the maker space, as we have
shown different skills are required. Knowledge of software
is still critical, but so is knowledge of electronics,
engineering and craft skills like sewing, drawing or carving.
Consequently, if we are to honor the calls for the
importance of teaching STEAM skills the notion of
computational thinking is too narrow. We call for a
broadened notion of computational making as the starting
point for future STEAM education.
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